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A bstract

Due to the low‑power spectrum density, VV‑CDMA
signals cause relatively little interference to TDMA sys‑
In this paper, the co‑existence of TDMA and W‑CDMA spectrum tem. On theother hand, TDMA system cause high inter‑
sharing system with cellular architecture is discussed. W‑CDMA ference to the W‑CDMA system if without any interfer‑
applying interference cancellation (IC) shows a substantial differ‑ ence suppressions, which limits the uses of overlaid sys‑
ence in spectrum emciency, the overlaid system can provide a tem. Then, in order to suppress the multi‑interference.
greater overall rate and higher spectrum ef石ciency than a single the notch mter is introduced in the VV‑CDMA. The notch
multiple access‑based system such iis TDMA system or W‑CDMA
system.

1. Introduction

In this paper, the behavior and performance of the

TDMA/W‑CDMA overlaid system are completely in‑
vestigated in detail. For this goal, the co‑existence of

TDMA and W‑CDMA spectrum sharing system(l][2]
with cellular architecture is discussed. In this system,
both systems share the same frequency band to improve
the

spectrum

emciency.

Overall

rate

and

spectrum

ef一

員ciency of the system are calculated for the forward
link (down‑link). Taking into account the path loss and
shadow fading loss in this system with cellular architec‑

filter is the limited spectrum filter used in W‑CDMA re‑
ceiver for仙ering the part of the overlaid bandwidth
of TDMA with the higher signal level. As shown in
Fig.1(b), only W? is仙ering out in one cell. Notch
filter is also used in VV‑CDMA transmitter for仙ering
some portion of the overlaid bandwidth in order to re‑
duce some multi‑cross interference from the VV‑CDMA
system to the TDMA. Based on Ref.[2j. in the overlaid
system, the performance could not improved greatly only
dependent on Ule notch filter, so the signal level clipper
is used. The signal level clipper is a kind of signal level
limiter used for suppr田sing the iligher signal level of in‑
terference. In order to understand easily, here we define
the clipper scope, 5 as the permitted range of signal level
i一一the

receiver

that

means

6

times

S,/ll′'of

VV‑CDMA

to be remained as interference generated front TDMA to
W‑CDMA.

ture, W‑CDMA applying interference cancellation shows
a substantial difference in spectrum efficiency. The over‑
laid system can provide a greater overall rate and higher 3. PerformaJtce Evaluation
spectrum efficiency than a single multiple access‑based
system such as TDMA system or VV‑CDMA system.
To delineate the spectrum efficiency, we simply define
the spectrum efficiency as the overall rate (total bit rate)
2. Cellular System Models and Interference carried in one cell for one MHz. A convenient measure
Caュ1cellation

of the spectrum efficiency of the overlaid system is in
terms of kbps/MHz/cell(2]. The overall rate of the over‑

Figure 1 shows a traditional cellular system, where each

laid

system

is

given

by

the

s一im

of

the

bit

rates

of

all

cell consists of TDMA users and W‑CDMA users in systems as Ac + At for the TDMA/W‑CDMA overlaid
TDMA/W‑CDMA overlaid system[2￨. For the TDMA system, where ′L and At are the overall rate of the W‑
system, we assign the same chanllels to each cell with CDMA and TDMA systems, respectively.りt/l‑ is given
the cluster size, K, where A cells form a cluster and by the following equation according to the above descrip‑
share the entire spectral bandwidth. For the vV‑CDMA
system, we assign the entire bandwidth to eacll cell, us‑

tion as

ing the pseudonoise (PN) codes, which are uncorrelated,
and absolutely to separate the desired signal.
As shown in Fig.1(b) for the band%vidth alloca‑ 4. Nulnerical Results
tion, where the ordinate is the power spectral density
and the abscissa is the frequency axis. The idea be‑ In order to derive some numerical results, we set the fol‑
hind the spread spectrum is to transform a signal with
narrow‑bandwidth into a noise‑like signal of much wide‑

bandwidth W in W‑CDMA system. One of the most at‑
tracti、,e characteristics of adopting spread spectrum in
wireless cellular systeili is the ability to overlay wide‑

band CDMA system, on top of existing narrow‑band
CDMA or TDMA systems.

lowillg parameters:
蝣Allocated
・Allocated

bandlvidth
bandwidth

of
of

W‑CDMA
TDMA

WT

Clipperscope 0 ≦J≦ 20:
Voice activity factor /z ‑ 0.375;
Path loss expollent 7 ‑ 4.0;
・Standard

‑131‑

variance

a

‑

6.7,8,9dB¥

W
‑

‑

2bMHニ;

1.25MHz;
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・Cell

radius

R

‑

10km;

蝣Bandwidthofonechannel

in

TDMA

Wt

‑

30kHz

(U.S.

starldard):
Full rate channels in TDMA nt ‑ 6 (U.S. standard)
Fig.2 shows the overall rate of W‑CDMA systenl and
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Fig. 2 0verall rate versus the fading parameter <r with diverse
S (Sc/St = 0.01)

Fig. 1 Cellular geometry of TDMA/VV‑CDMA overlaid sys‑ Fig. II Spectrum e爪ciency rj of the TDMA/lV‑CDMA overlaid
tem in (a) Forward link layout of cellular, (b) Spectrum sharing system versusS whena = 6dB (Ni = 250 users/cell, 5C/S, ‑ 0.01)
structure (K = 7)

the overall rate of the TDMA/VV‑CDMA overlaid system
with different clipper scope. 8 for a. From this Rgure,
we know when a increases, the overall rate monotonically
decreases. The overall of the system is very sensitive to
・5. If 6 is less than 10, the overall rate of TDMA/W‑
CDMA overlaid system is larger than that of W‑CDMA,
otherwise, it is worse. According to the features of for‑
ward link, that is not enough only dependent on notch
filter to reject interference for improving the system per‑
formance, we must adopt signal clipper and set d ≦ 10 in
order to ensure higher overall rate arid higher spectrum
efncielicy.
Fig.3 shows the spectrum efficiency of the
TDMA/W‑CDMA overlaid system with the notch fil‑
ter and si訂lal clipper by various clipper scope, 5. We
calculated the spectrum efficiency of TDMA system,
W‑CDMA system and the proposed TDMA/W‑CDMA
overlaid systelll. respectively when a ‑ 6dB. From this
6gure, we see the spectrurll efficiency of W‑CDMA is
larger than that of TDMA. When the two systems are

the spectrum efficiency will be 27.3 percents higher than
that of W‑CDMA when 5 ‑ 1 (Best case in practice)

and nearly equal to that of when <S ‑ 15 (referred to the
minimum useful case in Fig.3). When 5 ≧ 15, it will be
less than that of W‑CDMA system, but higher than that
of TDMA system.
5.

ConclusiollS

According to the numerical results, the analysis shows
the fallowings. (1) Without notch filter and signal clip‑
per, any overlaid systems by employing bandwidth shaト
ing can not be achieved in practical situation because
of significant multi‑cross interference problems beいveen

TDMA system and VV‑CDMA systeili. (2) In order to
decrease this interference, signal clipper must be intro‑
duced with the clipper scope. 5, especially, 6 must be
less than 15. the higher the spectrum efficiency is gotten
for the system.
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